Kelly Phan
Junior frontend developer
Currently a 4th year student at HETIC, Paris, France, I’m a young aspiring frontend
developer. Digital enthusiast, I’m always curious and I enjoy to make things live.
After three years learning internet basic knowledge, I’d like to specialize myself as a
JavaScript Developer.

Contact
(+33)6 65 63 03 09
tvk.phan@gmail.com
www.kellyphan.fr

I am actively looking for a 6-month internship from July to October 2019.

Address
92 rue Jules Lagaisse
94400 Vitry-sur-Seine
France

Skills.
Development

Other

- HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript (ES6+)
- React.js, Redux, Vue.js, Gatsby.js
- GreenSock, P5.js, Gulp, Git…

- Design Thiking and agile method
- Sketch, inVision, Adobe tools
- Slack, Asana, Trello, Gsuite…

Experiences.

Socials
github.com/keellyp
linkedin.com/in/phank
twitter.com/keellyp
glitch.com/@keellyp

Creative Developer Intern at SuperheroCheesecake, Amsterdam

Interests

Jul 2018 - Oct 2018

Travel, eat & cook, music,
photography, new
technologies, read

SuperheroCheesecake is an award-winning digital production studio from
Amsterdam. The studio craft premium digital work for web, mobile and
experiential with creative agencies and global brands.

Frontend Developer for hkind, Paris

Languages

Nov 2018 - present

French: mother tongue
English: fluent

hkind is a French start-up which helps health actors to discover amazing
projects and initiatives according to their sectors, and localisation. As a
frontend developer, I'm in charge of creating a clean progressive web app by
May 2019.

Voluntary

Intern as web designer at Zenchef, Paris
Jul 2017 - Sep 2017
Zenchef is a French company which gives back to restaurant owners the
power to control their online communication and bookings. I was in charge of
the marketing design for printable communication and on their blog's UI.

Education.
HETIC college, Paris
Sep 2015 - until Dec 2020
Master degree : Expert in digital communication engineering.

Montaigne high school, Paris
Sep 2013 - Jun 2015
A 2-year intensive foundation degree for business school.

Grow Paris (Nov 2018)
React Europe (May 2018)
So’HETIC (2017)

I’d like to learn
3D and WebGL
Generative art design
Product design
Node.js and GraphQL

